


FLEXWRAP–LITE

A and some B type loads for 
internal warehouse moving 

FLEXWRAP–LITE 14" 18" 1476 ′ 1968 ′ 30
FLEXWRAP–MEDIUM 14" 18" 1476 ′ 1968 ′ 35
FLEXWRAP–HEAVY 14" 18" 1476 ′ 1968 ′ 40

FLEXWRAP–MEDIUM

B type loads with average 
weights in an external 
shipment application

FLEXWRAP–HEAVY

C type loads that require 
superior load retention 
and film memory to hold 
the excessive weight of the 
shipment

F l e x W r a p  ( P r e - S t r e t c h )
With reinforced edges, FlexWrap prestretch film is a lightweight roll designed 
specifically to lower operator fatigue and provide the ultimate load security with less 
material. Unlike conventional hand film, FlexWrap is a rugged, highly durable blown 
hand film designed to withstand being dropped on the roll’s edge. 

FlexWrap’s aggressive cling, puncture resistance, and load containment capabilities 
allow the film to perform well in subzero applications, as well as moving shipments 
within the warehouse and externally. 

Available in three strength categories specific to your application: 

Hand Film
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WIDTH GAUGE
HANDLER 3" 5" 12" 15" 18" 60. 70. 80
HD HANDLER - - 12" 15" 18" 90, 100, 120

H a n d l e r  ( B l o w n  H a n d  F i l m )
Handler by Norflex Inc. is a blown film that provides ultimate puncture and tear resistance 
with excellent cling to ensure film tails won’t unravel and your shipments are secured.  
Handler is designed for the wide array of shipments that need load security during transit, 
even in the extreme cold environments.   

H D  H a n d l e r  ( B l o w n  H a n d  F i l m )
The HD Handler has been a leader in the industry for generations in regards to its ability to 
retain its superior load retention, puncture resistance, cling, and film memory. HD Handler 
by Norflex Inc. is intended for the extreme applications that require critical load security 
and containment. Readily available, the HD Handler is produced to maintain peace of mind 
with cost saving advantages. 
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APPLICATIONS

• Compression film
• Converter grade film
• Fiberglass roving 

CUSTOM WIDTH

• Compression film
• Converter grade film
• Fiberglass roving 

WIDTH GAUGE
LEGACY 10"–100" 60 – 600

WIDTH THICKNESS
AGRISEAL 20" 30" 1 mil 1.2 mil 1.5 mil
CUSTOM AGRISEAL 10"–100" 0.90 – 6.00 mil

JUMBO ROLLS

• Up to 100"
• 43" OD
• 3" and 6" cores

CORE OPTIONS

• Plastic (robust and water-
resistant)

• Cardboard (cost savings and 
eco-friendly)

STRETCH

300% stretch capability

COLORS

White  •  Black  •  Green

Pink (Breast Cancer Awareness)

Various colors—just ask!

L e g a c y  ( M a c h i n e  F i l m )
Legacy is a highly versatile, blown machine providing ultimate load containment. 
Ensured by auto-gauge and extrusion control technology, Legacy’s 250% stretch will 
increase your film’s yield, strength, and dependability in any scenario. This co-extruded, 
multi-layer, premium grade film by Norflex Inc. will provide unmatched puncture 
resistance, cling, film memory, and provide load security in any application. 

Customizable for your needs:

A g r i S e a l  ( S i l a g e  W r a p )
AgriSeal silage wrap is a premium, co-extruded, multi-layer blown film constructed with 
a warrantied 12-month ultra-violet protection. Introduced by Norflex Inc. in 1994 and 
manufactured by state of the art auto-gauge and extrusion control technology, AgriSeal will 
provide you the ultimate cling, puncture, abrasion, and tear resistance for any inline or 
individual wrapper application. 

AgriSeal was pioneered to use less film and wrap more bales per roll than its competitors 
in any round or square bale application. This tough, durable, and consistent film eliminates 
breakage resulting in tighter wrapped bales and maximum uptime.

Backed by generations of industry knowledge, AgriSeal will provide a cost savings 
advantage with ultimate nutrient protection for any type of silage.

Customizable for your needs:

Machine Film
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S h r i n k  B u n d l i n g  F i l m
Norflex Inc. utilizes state of the art auto-gauge and extrusion control technology to help 
ensure increased yield, uptime, and film uniformity on all shrink films. Customizable to 
exceed any L-bar sealer or high-speed over-wrap shrink tunnel system. 

Custom Films
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SHRINK FILM

• Lamination Film
• Form, Fill, Seal (FFS)
• Mulch Film
• Vented Film
• Industrial Sheeting

STRETCH FILM

• Compression film
• Converter grade film
• Fiberglass roving

S p e c i a l t y  F i l m s
Custom availability for a variety of colors, additives, and converter grade films for 
both stretch and shrink films. With an unmatched industry lead time to ensure your 
operations are maintained, Norflex’s Specialty Films will satisfy your needs of protecting or 
identifying your product. 

P r e m i u m - G r a d e  A d d i t i v e s

VCI UVI ANTI-STATIC COLORS

For anti-corrosion 
applications

A powerful 
12-month UV 
inhibitor for 

outdoor storage

Protection for static 
and combustion 

sensitive 
applications

Complete line of 
custom colors

Norflex’s trained application specialists offer years of experience that will help you 
optimize your film and packaging processes to reduce costs and material waste. 

Standard materials: LDPE, LLDPE, HDPE, EVA, and custom formulations
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SECUREWRAP

• Lower seal temperature 
increases savings

• Tighter package for less 
material waste

• Ultimate shrinking with 
any high-speed packaging 
equipment 

MAILWRAP

• USPS-approved poly 
mailer film

• Wider seal range for 
increased throughput

• Certified under the 
USPS-T-3204 test 
procedure 

OVERWRAP

• Film Over Film
• Stiff film for greater 

package security 
• Superior seal with lower 

activation temperatures 



With unrivaled industry experience, Norflex Inc. ignited in 1994 and currently supplies some 
industry leaders in a variety of industrial and custom stretch and shrink film applications. 
Norflex Inc. is constantly evolving and consistently innovating our technology and in-house 
employee training in order to maintain our distinct advantage in the custom stretch, shrink, 
color, and converter grade film markets. 

C o m p a n y  H i s t o r y
Norflex Inc., located in Western Wisconsin--America’s Heartland, was founded by Arne 
Anderson in 1994 due to the increasing demands for custom polyethylene films. Recognizing 
this growth, Arne took his knowledge from his previous start-up company, Up North Plastics, 
and began the journey with Norflex Inc. As the market grew, Arne adjusted his business 
model in the late 1990’s and started researching and implementing technology in order to 
satisfy a variety of markets with a more efficient, consistent, and cost effective blown film. 
After establishing the Norflex Inc. brand, more technology reinvestments in the early 2000’s 
took place which allowed Norflex to introduce their industry leading line of high performance 
shrink bundling films, postal approved poly mailer films, converter grade films, custom 
sheeting, and a wide variety of colors and additives.  

At Norflex, our commitment as a family owed company is providing our customers with 
Expertise to Deliver-Quality Films Fast. Every day we strive to innovate and produce films 
that increase our customers’ throughput, yield, and film efficiencies with market winning lead 
times. By always staying focused on Constant Improvement, Dependability, Honesty and 
Integrity, being Human, and having the Expertise to deliver, Norflex is able to supply a cost 
advantage solution to any of your stretch or shrink film needs. 

Norflex Inc. is a plastics manufacturer specializing in quality films 
used for industrial, agricultural, and packaging applications. 

About Norflex, Inc.

Norflex Inc
Custom Films
720 Norflex Drive
Hudson, WI 54016

1-800-556-0887
www.norflex.com


